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This publication focuses on technical articles specific to small and medium dams provided by the FEMA National Dam Safety Program. The chapter is not intended to provide a complete manual of all procedures used for estimating inflow into dams. This section contains definitions of some specialized technical terms used in this chapter: protection against overtopping of dams and is intended for use under Federal Emergency Management Agency (2004). FEMA staff will be attending the conference to help answer or clarify any questions. The potential consequences of overtopping are overtopping of the dams leading to damage. On September 9, 2013, the City's Technical Committee was formed and charged with developing a protection approach for Lower Dam. By then, D88 and the Comptroller were well aware of the 2014 FEMA Manual on Overtopping Protection for Dams, developed by the US Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), will be presented at the seminar. SUMMARY: The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA or the Agency) is publishing a Final Rule--Technical Requirements for Dam Safety in the Federal Register, including Dam Failure Building damage ratio estimates based on FEMA 386-2 (August 2001). The Community Rating System Coordinators Manual includes additional information on the potential consequences of overtopping. However, there are some situations (such as dams, bridges, or roads) where the potential for damage may be higher. The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection – Division of Dam Safety considered several options to armor the dam to prevent an overtopping failure during the Colorado flood of 2013. The authors of the FEMA Technical Manual on Overtopping Protection provide guidance on how to develop a protection approach for Lower Dam. The Technical Manual includes a section that stipulates the maximum recommended height. Barriers With FEMA Overtopping Protection For Dams Leading the way with in the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Technical Manual: The technical manual “Overtopping Protection for Dams”, developed by the US Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), will be presented. Dam Failure Building damage ratio estimates based on FEMA 386-2 (August 2001). Administrative and technical capability The Building Code Effectiveness Grading
Schedule.
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